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Crimson Romance, United States, 2014. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 216 x 137 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.A malicious serial killer is out for revenge in
Paradise. Using fire as his weapon, he strikes at random, and the bodies are piling up.Criminal
profiler Jake McKenzie has returned from Afghanistan minus a leg and afraid to trust his instincts.
When the police ask for his expertise in identifying the killer, he agrees knowing this is his chance to
prove he can still do the job.Sixteen years ago, fiercely independent Alexis Michaels escaped an
abusive uncle and a deadly fire to become one of the country s top fire and arson investigators. Her
uncanny ability to put herself in the arsonist s place is the skill they need to find this maniac. She
reluctantly accepts the assignment and returns home to lead the hunt for the killer, knowing she
will have to confront the unpleasant memories.When Jake discovers that his new partner is the girl
who haunted his dreams all these years, he finds himself enthralled, but memories of his dead wife
make him doubt his emotions. Alexis has few pleasant memories of Paradise, but Jake...
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This publication is definitely worth buying. It is writter in straightforward words rather than di icult to understand. You are going to like how the writer
compose this publication.
-- Dr . Joa quin K lein-- Dr . Joa quin K lein

This is basically the best pdf i have read through until now. It is filled with knowledge and wisdom I am easily can get a enjoyment of studying a created
book.
-- Dr . Ca r m ine Ha yes MD-- Dr . Ca r m ine Ha yes MD
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